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Campus for Modern Design Germany

Creative Wall
Venice Biennale French Pavilion

Milano

Salone del Mobile (Milano International furniture exhibition)
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32 Wh/h Power Consumption*

POP Maxi

8 Wh/h Power Consumption*

Poster led technology maximum 125 Wh/h Power Consumption*

Eco Technology
Stockholm

POP Citylight

with Poster led technology maximum 70 Wh/h Power Consumption*
*The calculation are based on a new rotation every 5-8 seconds. The power consumption of a standard light bulb is 40 or 60 Wh/h.
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Triplesign Factory, Vrigstad, Sweden

Our thoughts
and values.

New Design Museum London

Foto: Gareth Gardner

„Everybody loves the wall, it is
the most photographed part of
the museum.“
Morag Myerscough, Designer of Designer Maker User Exhibition

Triplesign has developed the 3-faced prism technology from
industrial/traffic environments, to a more elegant presentable
offering for in-store, shopping window, exhibition, entrance,
facade and public environments.
For the creative artist or designer it has been a background
wall or a furniture for creating a dynamic environment, a
gentle flowing change of information. This form of presentation
including the smooth wave motion is creating emotions for the
visitors, which enables to build a gentle and subtle atmosphere,
which is the base for a more sophisticated interaction with the
audience or the customers.
The 3-faced prism technology of Triplesign is unique in this
segment, meeting the highest quality demands of all participants
in this exclusive segment.
Triplesign provides the Trivisions with the lowest working
sound in the market, the smoothest wave motion, precise and
high-end finishing to all aspects of the product,
Our support services include, high quality graphic work,
lamination, flexible design and the widest assortment available.
A user friendly management control technology, it is of a
maintenance free construction, the lowest power consumption
on the market, the most “eco-friendly technology as its core”
My family has been leading companies in this business for
more than 30 years. The core values of trust, quality and technology development has remained the same over all these years.
We are looking forward to supply you, not only the best product
on the market, but also the best product we have ever built.
Hans-Ivar Olsson, CEO
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www.triplesign.com
info@triplesign.com
Phone: +46 (0)8 626 7350
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